
Name:____________________________________________
Fundamentals of Chemistry and Physics: Week 18 HOMEWORK CHECKLIST

5th & 6th Grades 
Due on February 11th

_____ (3 points) The Fathers of Physics Lab Notebook Pages  (Notebook Check Grade)
In science, when we say that someone is a “Father of” or a “Mother of” we mean that 

they are the first to make a significant discovery or contribution to their field of science.  It’s often 
hard to decide who gets this special title so, like in the case of physics, it is sometimes shared.  I 

want you to learn more about three scientists that contributed a great deal to the field of physics.  
You will create a lab notebook page for each one on pages 66-68 of your lab notebook.  Follow 

the instructions below.

_____ Page 66: Galileo Galilei 
Put Galileo Galilei’s name at the top of page 66 and add a picture of what he 

looked like. Watch this video on Galileo Galilei and add facts to the page.  Fifth graders will add 
five facts and sixth graders will add six facts.  They can simply be words of key ideas and do not 

have to be complete sentences.  You can also add pictures to represent the ideas.  I will give 
you one key idea to add: Free Fall and the Leaning Tower of Pisa .  Also, something to think 

about and discuss with your parents after watching the video with Galileo’s tough situation: Is it 
ever ok to lie?

Galileo Galilei for Kids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UyV6yg9hqM

_____ Page 67: Sir Isaac Newton
 Put Sir Isaac Newton’s name at the top of page 67 and add a picture of what he 

looked like.  You have already learned about some of Newton’s work, but there is more to learn.  
Watch the video to learn more about Newton. Again, fifth graders add five facts and sixth 

graders add six facts, same as above.  Include the key idea of apples and gravity.
Isaac Newton: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vTbtna25j8

_____ Page 68: Albert Einstein
 Watch the video to learn more about Einstein. Put Albert Einstein’s name at the 

top of page 68 and add a picture of what he looked like.  Hint: he has awesome hair! Einstein’s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UyV6yg9hqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vTbtna25j8
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contributions to physics are numerous, but they are beyond what we will be covering this 
semester. But he is a very important scientist in the field of physics and I want you to be familiar 

with what two main discoveries he is known for (even if you don’t understand them yet).  Write 
down the two main discoveries just using key words (Theory of Relativity and E=mc2).  What 

famous award did he receive? Again, fifth graders add five facts and sixth graders add six facts, 
same instructions as above.

Albert Einstein for Kids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GjoYbsvUoO4

_____ (2 points) Videos to Prep for Next Week’s Gravity Discussion
Danger! Falling Objects (32.1 Crash Course Kids): https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dxcx35x5L9Y
Gravity & Inertia: http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/forces-and-

motion/fgravity-and-inertia.htm

_____ (1 point) Lab Notebook: Application—Playing with Laws of Motion (Notebook 

check)
Make sure this assignment from last week is complete.

____   (1 point) Be sure your lab notebook pages are numbered in the bottom right hand 
corner in light pen or pencil.  You should have continued the numbering to page 100.

Parent Signature: ______________________________________________________________

Homework Completion Grade  _______/7 points
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